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Iron Loss Distribution Visualization in Magnetic Domain Images  









The Bitter method is most commonly observing way of the magnetic domains 
situation even though it is possible to observe only the surface of specimen. Applying 
magnetic field to this magnetic material covered by magnetic fluid makes it possible to 
observe the magnetic domain dynamics by a microscope.  
This paper reveals that the parts exhibiting 1/f fluctuation frequency characteristic 
give high the iron loss while not exhibiting 1/f fluctuation parts, i.e. containing much 
silicon, give low iron loss. Thus, it is revealed that the mixture rate of iron and silicon 
determines the optimal silicon steel composing most of the electrical machines. 
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表 1 励磁コイルと検出コイルの寸法 









励磁コイル 300 10 30 0.5 



































(a) 0.00[V]    (b) 1.00[V] 
倍率：300[倍] 
  
(c) 0.00[V] (d) 1.00[V] 
倍率：750[倍] 
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Fig.8 は無方向性珪素鋼板の 1/f ゆらぎ周波数分




































Fig.9 1/ｆゆらぎによる磁化特性 軟鉄 
 
























青･･･1/fゆらぎ あり: 8648.97 [J/m2] 
赤･･･1/fゆらぎ なし: 7025.53 [J/m2] 
Fig.11 1/fゆらぎによる鉄損 軟鉄 
 
 
青･･･1/fゆらぎ あり: 3272.33 [J/m2] 
赤･･･1/fゆらぎ なし: 3038.98 [J/m2] 
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